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1 Preface

Purpose

The purpose of this document is to describe how to use s-Dashboard to display s-Server or
StreamLab data graphically. Topics include:

· Using the s-Dashboard interface

· Integrating s-Dashboard with s-Server or StreamLab

· Using built-in dashboards

· Creating custom dashboards

Audience

This document is aimed at developers and end users.

Related Documents

· Guavus s-Server Concepts Guide 

· Guavus s-Server Getting Started Guide

·

· Guavus s-Server Integration Guide

· Guavus s-Server Glossary 

2 s-Dashboard Overview

s-Dashboard is a browser based solution to enable business users and analysts to build, edit,
and deploy real-time dashboards over streams, views, or tables. These streams, views, and
tables may have been created in StreamLab, or otherwise generated in s-Server. Once
deployed, these dashboards will update continuously with s-Server data.

Once s-Dashboard is running in your environment, you access it by pointing your browser to
a web address along the lines of localhost:5595. Other users may also send you links to
dashboards that they have created.

Note: In many cases, s-Dashboard will automatically work with s-Server. See Running s-
Dashboard for details on connecting s-Dashboard to s-Server in other cases.
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Dashboards are web pages that contain multiple panels, each of which can connect to a
different stream, view, or table. You can arrange panels in a variety of flexible layouts. See
Working with Dashboard Layouts for more details.

Each panel contains a visualization. These are flexible modes of viewing your data, including
simple tables, points on a map, line plots, bar graphs, area maps, and so on. These all use
column-row combinations to plot data. Panels can be changed in terms of both layout and
data input. Dashboards will be most useful for streaming data, as you will be able to see data
changing in real time. See Working with Panels for more details.

The dashboard below, for example, shows a line chart which displays suspect logins to a
bank over a shifting window of time.

By  using adjustable panels, s-Dashboard lets you view multiple such objects at once. Each
dashboard can be laid out with multiple panels, in combinations that you can change by
adjusting panel layout.

The figure below shows two dashboards side by side showing the same data.
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Chart Types

View Stream as Table Panel
View Latest Row: Bar Chart

View Latest Row: Dials Chart
View Latest Row: Pie or Doughnut Chart
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View Latest Row: Polar Area Chart
View Latest Row: Radar Chart

View Rows Over Time: Bars Over
Time

View Rows Over Time: Line Plot Over Time

View Rows Over Time: Radar Chart
Over Time

View Rows Over Time: Time Series
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View Rows Over Time: Area Over
Time

View Rows Over Time: Bollinger Bands

View Rows Over Time: Lines
(Rickshaw)

View Rows Over Time: Scatter (Rickshaw)

View Rows Over Key Column:Bars
Over Key

View Rows Over Key Column: Bubbles Over
Key
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View Rows Over Key Column: Radar
Chart Over Key

Geographical and 3D Streams: Bubble Chart

Geographical and 3D Streams: Pan &
Zoom Map

Geographical and 3D Streams: Pan & Zoom
Map

2.1 s-Dashboard menu

The s-Dashboard menu is the main way to manage dashboards. It is available by clicking the
SQLstream icon in the upper right corner of s-Dashboard. It provides options for how you
view s-Dashboard, options for the currently selected panel, and options for changing the
layout frame.
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Show title bar. The bar at the top of a panel is known as the Title Bar. You can choose to
hide this bar with the Show Title Bar command.

Set title. You can assign each panel a name using the Set Title command. This command
also lets you change the name of the panel. Once you assign the name, it appears in the Title
Bar.

Select panel. This command causes the same action as clicking the Select Panel link, and
lets you select a panel type, such as an HTML table, a time-based chart, or map.

Select input.  This command causes the same action as clicking the Select Input link, and
lets you select a stream, view, or table from which to view data from the associated instance
of s-Server.

Panel preferences. Opens the 

Input preference. This command opens the Input Preferences dialog box, which lets you
choose whether to include the ROWTIME column for the table, view, or stream, choose to
treat a stream as a table, and other options. See the topic Setting Input Preferences for more
details.

Reopen input. This command lets you restart the connection to the stream, view, or table
associated with the panel.

Save dashboard. This command lets you save the current panel layout.

Invalidate cache. This command asks s-Dashboard to check the current catalog for s-
Server (the catalog is cached, or stored in memory, the first time you select input for the
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panel. You will most likely want to use this command if s-Server's catalog has changed, that
is, if your developers have added a new schema, stream, table, or view. Check with your
developers for more information on the catalog for your instance of s-Server.

Enclose in layout frame. This command lets you add a layout frame to the current panel.
See the topic Enclosing a Panel in a Layout Frame for more details.

2.2 s-Dashboard Technical Details

s-Dashboard communicates with s-Server's WebAgent over Websockets to get stream data,
using Node, a JavaScript integration platform. WebAgent, in turn, communicates with s-Sever
over JDBC. 

Before you can run s-Dashboard, you need to start webAgent.

2.3 Running webAgent

The s-Server webAgent accepts certain HTTP requests which represent sql queries, and send the

queries to an s-Server. The agent replies with the query results, as json objects.

webAgent functions as a simple, miniature Web server, and is an integral part of Guavus StreamLab, s-

Dashboard, and s-Visualizer. (See json.org for more details on JSON objects.) SQLstream WebAgent is

delivered as part of the SQLstream Client Tools, in the shell script webagent.sh. 

To run WebAgent, you initiate its shell script along the following lines:

webagent.sh –-port <port number> -a -w

When run with no arguments, the WebAgent runs on port 5580 and uses "localhost" and 5570 as the

default host and port for the JDBC connection to s-Server. Each request to WebAgent can specify the s-

Server host and port, so a single instance of WebAgent can communicate with multiple s-Server

instances. See Parameters Common to All Requests Below.
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The script accepts the arguments described below.

If the –a flag is given, the server provides a monitoring & testing web application viewable by pointing a

HTML5-capable browser at the root (such as http://localhost:5580). See Using the WebAgent Test Tool.

Otherwise, visiting / returns the same as /status. The /sqlstream and /write requests are disabled by

default. You enable them using the –w flag. This flag must be specified at startup. When running

webAgent as a service, both the test tool and writing to webAgent can be enabled through a script

located at /etc/default/webagentd. See Running Webagentd as a Service for more details.

Browser Requirements

In order to run the \read \write or \sqlstream APIs, you need to be running one of the following browsers:

Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (or later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or later), or

Apple Safari 7 (or later).

Webagent.sh Command-Line Options

Option Alias Description

-a --enable-app Enables webAgent Test tool. See Using the WebAgent

Test Tool for more details.

-p <port> --port <port> Selects WebAgent port. Default is 5580

-sn <user> --SQLstream-name <user> Specifies s-Server user name, default is “”

-sp <password> --SQLstream-password

<password>

Specifies s-Server password, default is “”

-su <url> --SQLstream-url <url> Specifies s-Server JDBC URL, default is

“jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://localhost:5570”

-w --enable-write Enables writable services (/sqlstream and /write)

-g <port> --debug <port> Sets a debug port for WebAgent

-v --verbose Enables verbose mode

--help Shows help message

-D<java property> Sets a java property, such as:

webagent.sh -Dwebagent.stream.fetchTimeout=30

or 

webagent.sh -Dwebsocket.maxwaitforwrite=N (where N

is seconds. Default is 10 seconds)

Requests
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All of the requests below are appended to an http request, as in 

http://myserver:5580/status

where "myserver:5580"

· /status

· /getmetadata

· /getcolumns

· /get

· /getcontinuous

· /sqlstream

· /read

· /write

Parameters Common to All Requests

Name Type Default Description

host string localhost s-Server hostname or IP

port number 5570 s-Server port

format string json Format for request. Currently json is only option.

callback string none jsonp callback function name

/status

Requests a status update from WebAgent itself. Includes the amount of memory it is using and lists of

the active threads, WebAgent sessions, and SQLstream connections.

Reply

{“message”: <status message>,

 “allocatedMemory”: <total memory in the JVM>, 

 “maxMemory”: <maximum memory available to the JVM>, 

 “freeMemory”: <free memory in the JVM>, 

 “threads”: [<list of thread names>],

 “sessions”: [<list of WebAgent session IDs>],

 “connections”: [<list of SQLstream connections>]

 }
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Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/status

Reply

{"message":"OK","maxMemory":129957888,"allocatedMemory":85000192,"freeMemory":78921232

,"threads":["main","Poller SunPKCS11-Darwin","HashSessionScavenger-0","qtp1405643749-

13 Acceptor0 SocketConnector@0.0.0.0:5580 STARTED","qtp1405643749-14","qtp1405643749-

15","qtp1405643749-16","qtp1405643749-17","qtp1405643749-18","qtp1405643749-

19","qtp1405643749-20"],"sessions":[],"connections":[]}

/getmetadata

Requests metadata for the contents of the SQLstream catalog. Replies with a list of the SQL objects

present, either for the entire catalog or for a specified schema.

Parameters

Name Type Default Description

schema string all schemas restrict output to given schema

Reply Format

{“host”: <SQLstream host>,

 “port”: <SQLstream port>,

 “errorcode”: <error code>,

 “SQLstate”: <SQL state code>,

 “exceptionClass”: <exception thrown>,

 “message”: <error message>,

 “sqlobjects”: [

{“schema”: <schema name>,

       “name”: <object name>,

       “type”: <type name>

},

  … ]

 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/getmetadata

Reply

{"host":"myserver","port":5570,"errorCode":0,"SQLState":"00000","exceptionClass":"","m

essage":"","sqlobjects":

[{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"FrequentLocationsDescCSV","type":"FOREIGN STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"HitsPerHourCSV","type":"FOREIGN STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"HitsPerLocationCSV","type":"FOREIGN STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LogStreamLFAd","type":"FOREIGN STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LocationStream_","type":"STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LogStreamRaw","type":"STREAM"},
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{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LogStreamValid","type":"VIEW"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LogStreamWithLocation","type":"VIEW"},]}

/getcolumns

Requests metadata for the columns of a SQLstream object. 

Note: the precision and scale values returned for numerical columns are not correct. As an alternative,

you can use /getcontinuous to get the column info and then close the session immediately

with /endcontinuous.

Parameters

Name Type Default Description

schema string required schema name

sqlobject string required SQL object (stream, view, table, etc.)

Reply Format 

“columns”: [
{“name”: <column name>,

       “index”: <column index (starts with 1)>,
       “type”: <SQL type of column>,
       “precision”: <SQL precision>,
       “scale”: <SQL scale>,
       “nullable”: <true if column accepts nulls>

},
  … ]

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/getcolumns?schema=SALES&sqlobject=BIDS

Reply

{"columns":

[{"name":"time","index":1,"type":"BIGINT","precision":0,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"ticker","index":2,"type":"VARCHAR","precision":5,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"shares","index":3,"type":"INTEGER","precision":0,"scale":0,"nullable":true},]

}

/get

Retrieves the contents of a static table. 

If includecols is false (default) the rows will be output as an array of arrays, one per row. If true, the rows

will be an array of objects, each with properties matching the column names for the stream. 
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Parameters

Name Type Default Description

schema string required schema name

sqlobject string required SQL object (table, view, etc.)

includecols Boolean false Include column names in rows; rows will be objects instead of

arrays

timeout int 15 Optional. Timeout can be by this parameter for a single /get

request, if no parameter has been set by the java property

webagent.stream.fetchTimeout

Reply Format

If includecols is false:

    [[row as array], …]

If includecols is true:

    [{row as object}, …]

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/get?schema=SALES&sqlobject=EMPS

Reply

[[100,”Fred”,10,””,””,30,25,”Abc”,true,false],

[110,”Eric”,20,”M”,”San Francisco”,3,80,”Abc”,null,false],

[120,”Wilma”,20,”F”,””,1,50,””,null,true],

[110,”John”,40,”M”,”Vancouver”,2,null,”Xyz”,false,true]]

Request

http://myserver:5580/get?schema=SALES&sqlobject=EMPS&includecols=true

Reply

[{"EMPID":30,"MANAGER":false,"NAME":"Fred","AGE":25,"DEPTNO":10,"PUBLIC_KEY":"Abc","EM

PNO":100},

{"EMPID":3,"MANAGER":false,"NAME":"Eric","AGE":80,"DEPTNO":20,"PUBLIC_KEY":"Abc","GEND

ER":"M","CITY":"San Francisco","EMPNO":110},

{"EMPID":1,"MANAGER":true,"NAME":"Wilma","AGE":50,"DEPTNO":20,"PUBLIC_KEY":"","GENDER"

:"F","CITY":"","EMPNO":120}]

/getcontinuous

Initiates a session for continuous HTTP GETs from a SQLstream stream or view. The schema and SQL

object are required parameters. You can use additional parameters, which are listed below, to control the

minimum and maximum number of rows returned per request, how often to poll s-Server, and how long to

wait before timing out. The response includes a session ID used when reading rows (see /getcontinuous/
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:sessionid below) along with status indicators and a list of the columns in the SQL object. 

Parameters

Name Type Default Description

schema string required schema name

sqlobject string required SQL object (stream, view, etc.)

minrows integer 64 minimum # of rows in buffer before a reply is sent

maxrows integer 512 maximum # of rows in a reply

poll integer (seconds) 2 how often to poll SQLstream for rows

timeout integer (seconds) 30 maximum time for reply. A reply containing 0 to minrows-

1 rows will be sent after this period.

maxqueue integer 8192 maximum # of rows retained in queue

skiprows boolean true Controls what happens when the queue is full. If true, old

rows are discarded. If false, we assume the client has

abandoned the session, and subsequent reads will

indicate an error.

includecols Boolean false Include column names in rows; rows will be objects

instead of arrays

Reply Format

{“host”: <SQLstream host>,

 “port”: <SQLstream port>,

 “schema”: <name of schema>,

 “sqlobject”: <name of SQL object>,

 “sessionid”: <unique session ID>, 

 “errorcode”: <error code>,

 “SQLstate”: <SQL state code>,

 “exceptionClass”: <exception thrown>,

 “message”: <error message>,

 “columns”: [

{“name”: <column name>,

       “index”: <column index (starts with 1)>,

       “type”: <SQL type of column>,

       “precision”: <SQL precision>,

       “scale”: <SQL scale>,

       “nullable”: <true if column accepts nulls>

},

  … ]

 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/getcontinuous?schema=SALES&sqlobject=BIDS
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Reply

{"host":"myserver","port":5570,"schema":"SALES","sqlobject":"BIDS","sessionid":"3ccd34

2f-4df1-4ffb-ad92-

95f1c385673f","errorCode":0,"SQLState":"00000","exceptionClass":"","message":"","colum

ns":

[{"name":"ROWTIME","index":1,"type":"TIMESTAMP","precision":0,"scale":0,"nullable":fal

se},

{"name":"time","index":2,"type":"BIGINT","precision":19,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"ticker","index":3,"type":"VARCHAR","precision":5,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"shares","index":4,"type":"INTEGER","precision":10,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"price","index":5,"type":"REAL","precision":7,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"expiryMs","index":6,"type":"BIGINT","precision":19,"scale":0,"nullable":true}

,

{"name":"comment","index":7,"type":"VARCHAR","precision":1024,"scale":0,"nullable":tru

e}]}

/endcontinous

Given a session ID as returned by /getcontinuous, close the session.

Reply Format

{“error”: <error code>,

 “message”: <error message>

 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/endcontinuous/3ccd342f-4df1-4ffb-ad92-95f1c385673f

Reply

{"error":0, "message":""}

/getcontinous/:sessionid

Given a session ID as returned by /getcontinuous, read from SQLstream. If at least minrows are queued

before the timeout expires, you get a reply containing an error code and the rows as an array of arrays.

After the timeout, you get a reply containing 0 to minrows – 1 rows.

If skiprows is true, webAgent will read continuously from SQLstream and discard old rows to prevent

more than maxqueue rows from accumulating. 

If skiprows is false, webAgent stops reading when the queue is full. 

The client then has 16 times the timeout period to request data from this session, if no request is made

in that time the session is abandoned and subsequent requests will return an error.

If ‘includecols’ is false (default) the rows will be output as an array of arrays, one per row. If true, the rows

will be an array of objects, each with properties matching the column names for the stream.
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Reply Format

{“error”: <error code>,
 “message”: <error message>,
 “rowCount”: <rows in this response>,
 “rows”: [
      [<rows values as array>]

  … ]
 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/getcontinuous/3ccd342f-4df1-4ffb-ad92-95f1c385673f

Reply

{"error":0, "message":"", "rowCount":144,"rows":

[

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327361539418,"MSFT",593,18.66,13323515,"sample comment B-

2"],

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327359486053,"MSFT",443,15.18,13335116,"sample comment B-

2"],

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327356654079,"SQLS",677,16.12,16721538,"sample comment C-

2"],

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327361469393,"MSFT",401,16.9,4142586,"sample comment B-

2"],

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327363275810,"ADBE",465,16.43,8830800,"sample comment A-

1"],

…
]}

Note: If no rows are available, the result will be {“error”: 0, “message”: “”, “rowCount”: 0}  If the session ID

is invalid or the session has been abandoned, the result will be {“error”: 1, “message”: “invalid session

ID”, “rowCount”: 0}.

/sqlstream

Using this request, you can send SQL commands to s-Server through a websocket. The socket you get

from /sqlstream accepts SQL commands and returns the result. This functions roughly like using the

SQLline client through a websocket. 

To use /sqlstream, you submit an http request to open a socket and receive a unique ID, which is used

to construct a websocket URL, as above, as in 

ws:///ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f

Once you submit a http://myserver:5880/sqlstream request, the return message contains the path for the

websocket. The websocket accepts messages consisting of a token  and a SQL command. The token is
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used to identify the reply, is generated by your client, and might be a string containing a serial number,

for example. The reply will contain the same token and the response from s-Server.

Note: This option is enabled only if the –w or –-enable-write option was specified at startup.

Note: in order to use this option, you need to be running one of the following browsers: Microsoft Internet

Explorer 11 (or later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or later), or Apple Safari 7 (or

later).

Name Type Default Description

user string user name (currently ignored)

password string user password (currently ignored)

Reply Format

{“success”: <true if authorized and websocket opened>, “ws”: <path for websocket>}

Example

http://myserver:5580/sqlstream

{"success":true,"ws":”/ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f”}

WebSocket

ws://myserver:5580/<path>

Example:

ws:///ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f

Receive

If the result contains a table (if the SQL was a SELECT statement):

{“token”: <token corresponding to SQL command>,

 “nrows”: <number of rows in result>

 “columns”: [

{“name”: <column name>,

       “index”: <column index (starts with 1)>,

       “type”: <SQL type of column>,

       “precision”: <SQL precision>,

       “scale”: <SQL scale>,

       “nullable”: <true if column accepts nulls>

},

  … ],

  “rows”: [

      [<rows values as array>]

   … ]

}

Otherwise, only the number of rows affected is sent:

{“token”: <token corresponding to SQL command>,
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 “nrows”: <number of rows affected by statement>}

If there is an error with the statement, the error is also returned:

{“token”: <token corresponding to SQL command>,

 “nrows”: 0,

 “error”: <SQL error message>}

/read

Requests a websocket for receiving rows from SQLstream. The /read socket accepts SQL SELECT

statements and replies with a JSON record describing the columns of the table/stream, then each of the

rows of the table or stream as separate JSON records.

· To open or close and reopen a stream, send the SQL Select statement as the command. 

· To stop a stream, send “stop” as the command. 

Using the Multiplex Option

By default, each socket supports one query at a time. In order to combine multiple queries over the

same websocket, you can add the multiplex parameter to the /read URL and set it to true. Each query

must then be accompanied by an arbitrary string tag or “token”. Sending a new query with an existing

token cancels the old query associated with that token, then starts the new query. The rows received will

arrive inside an object that includes the token, and the token will be included in all other messages

(which are already JSON objects). 

Note: This option is preferable to opening multiple websockets.

Process

You may send a non-streaming select statement to read from a table or view on a table. The response

will be the column info for the table followed by each of the rows of the table, each as a separate

message. This stops any stream select that may have been running, so no further output will be sent

until another select statement is sent. If multiplexing is enabled, you will receive an end-of-table

message when the table has been exhausted. You may select from the same table multiple times, the

full table will be sent each time (in contrast, if you issue a select stream command and then issue the

same command again, you will not get a new columns description, you will continue to get rows from the

same stream.

Note: in order to use this option, you need to be running one of the following browsers: Microsoft Internet

Explorer 11 (or later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or later), or Apple Safari 7 (or

later).
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Parameters

Nam

e

Typ

e

Def

aul

t

Description

user strin

g

user name (currently ignored)

pass

word

strin

g

user password (currently ignored)

multip

lex

bool

ean

fals

e

Enables multiplexing option

Command Options

Option Default Description

token undefined Should be provided with all commands sent on sockets with multiplexing enabled.

This token identifies responses pertaining to the SELECT statement. Rows return as

JSON objects that include the token as well as the row array. You need to send a

unique token, because existing SELECT statements on this socket that have the same

token (or no token) will be stopped.

skip false If true, enables load shedding so that rows are skipped when the load is above the

defined loadLimit. If no token is provided for the SELECT statement, the client receives

rows as arrays and skipped rows just won’t be sent. If a token is provided, the client

will receive JSON objects that include a skipped property which indicates the number

of rows that were skipped since the last row was sent.

If false, back pressure can build up in the s-Server pipeline if the messages are

delayed in the network or not accepted by the webclient.

loadLimit The limit to the number of row sends that haven’t completed. If skip is true and the

load reaches this level, WebAgent will start skipping rows. 

If the load reaches this level and skip is false, the agent will block, but at the time

defined by maxwaitforwrite it will presume the webclient is dead and will close the

websocket.

maxwaitforwrite is set on the webagent commandline by -

Dwebsocket.maxwaitforwrite=N where N is seconds. Default is 10 seconds.

Reply

{“success”: <true if authorized and websocket opened>, “ws”: <path for websocket>}
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Example

http://myserver:5580/read

{"success":true,"ws":”/ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f”}

http://localhost:5580/read?multiplex=true

{"success":true,"ws":”/ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f”}

WebSocket

ws://myserver:5580/<path>

Send

{“command”: <SQL select statement>|stop|””}

{"command":"select stream ROWTIME, * from \"SALES\".\"BIDS\"", "token": 1}

{"command":"select stream ROWTIME, * from \"SALES\".\"ASKS\"",

 "token": 2,

 “skip”: true,

 “loadLimit”: 12

}

Example:

{"command":"select stream ROWTIME, * from \"SALES\".\"BIDS\""}

Receive

Once, each time a new SELECT statement is sent:

{“token”: <token corresponding to SELECT command>,

{“columns”: [    

{“name”: <column name>,

       “index”: <column index (starts with 1)>,

       “type”: <SQL type of column>,

       “precision”: <SQL precision>,

       “scale”: <SQL scale>,

       “nullable”: <true if column accepts nulls>

},

  … ]}

For each row in the stream:

[<value>,<value> …]

For each row in the stream (multiplexing):

{“token”: <token corresponding to SELECT command>,

 “skipped”: <number of rows skipped due to load shedding>,

 “row”: [<value>,<value> …]

}

At the end of a table select (must be multiplexing):
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{“token”: <token corresponding to SELECT command>,

 “total_skipped”: <total number of rows skipped due to load shedding>,

 “total_rows”: <total number of rows in table>

}

If an error occurs with the SQL statement:

{“token”: <token corresponding to SELECT command>,

{“errorcode”: <some non-zero value>,

 “message”: <error message>

/write

Requests a websocket for sending rows to SQLstream. Once you receive the websocket, the client

sends a message containing a SQL INSERT statement to open and configure the stream and then

sends subsequent messages each containing a single row. A message with “stop” as the command

closes the stream. 

Note: This option is enabled only if the –w or –-enable-write option was specified at startup.

Note: in order to use this option, you need to be running one of the following browsers: Microsoft Internet

Explorer 11 (or later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or later), or Apple Safari 7 (or

later).

Reply

{“success”: <true if authorized and websocket opened>,

 “ws”: <path for websocket>}

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/write

Reply

{"success":true,"ws":”/ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f”}

WebSocket

ws://myserver:5580/<path> 

Note: wss is currently not implemented.

Send

{“command”: <SQL insert statement>|stop|””}

example:

{"command":"insert into \"SALES\".\"BIDS\" (\"ROWTIME\", \"time\", \"ticker\",

\"shares\", \"price\", \"expiryMs\", \"comment\") values (?,?,?,?,?,?,?)"}
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Receive

Once, each time a new INSERT statement is sent:

{“params”: [    

{“index”: <column index (starts with 1)>,

       “mode”: <insert mode>,

       “type”: <SQL type of parameter>,

       “precision”: <SQL precision>,

       “scale”: <SQL scale>,

       “nullable”: <true if parameter accepts nulls>

       “signed”: <true if parameter is signed>

},

  … ]}

If an error occurs with the SQL statement:

{“errorcode”: <some non-zero value>,

 “message”: <error message>

}

Send a row

[<value>,<value> …]

example:

[“2012-03-09 01:34:56.87",1331262368627,"SQLS",589,19.98,12347529,"sample comment B-2"]

Note: the web UI provided by WebAgent supports specifying a row that will contain random values (it can

also repeatedly send rows at a given interval). The codes it recognizes are:

{{now}} Current time as quoted string

{{nowms}} Current time as integer milliseconds

{{A|B|C}} One of A, B, C

{{x..y}} A random value between x and y

For example, this produces a row similar to the one in the example above: 

[{{now}},{{nowMS}},{{"SQLS"|"APPL"|"PEAR"}},{{940..950}},

{{42.0..44.0}},12347529,"sample comment {{A|B|C}}-{{1..3}}"]

Note that the web UI is doing the substitution. The write socket still expects a standard JSON array.

Enter topic text here.
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2.4 Running s-Dashboard

By default, when you install s-Server as a sudo or root user, the installer sets up a service
called sdashboard.d. If you installed as a regular user or did not choose this option, you can run
s-Dashboard manually by taking the following steps.

To run s-Dashboard:

1. Open a terminal and navigate to the s-Dashboard directory. By default, this directory
is /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0/s-Dashboard.

2. Type ./s-dashboard.sh. You can specify any of the command-line arguments below.

Command-
line
argument

Definition Default

-d
<directory>

Store dashboards in <directory>
(overrides $SDASHBOARD_DIR)

/dashboards

-p <port>    
     

Specify port (overrides
$SDASHBOARD_PORT)

5595

 -s Server mode, restarts server if it exits No

 -h -? Show this help message

-w WebAgent port or URL. If not
specified, s-Dashboard looks for
WebAgent on port 5580 of the same
server running s-Server.

http://yourhost:5580

where "yourhost" is the name of the
server running s-Server.

2.4.1 Using the SDASHBOARD_DIR Environment Variable

The SDASHBOARD_DIR environment variable, which is set through the command line
argument -d, lets you designate a directory for a set of dashboards. 

2.5 Viewing the Mochi Demonstration Application

2.6 Running Multiple Instances of s-Dashboard

By using multiple ports, you can run multiple instances of s-Dashboard. 

The default port is 5595. You can specify any available port by using the -p <port> command
line argument, as in:

./s-dashboard -p 5596 

You will also need to specify a directory for the additional instances by using the -d
<directory> argument, as in:

./s-dashboard -p 5596 -d dashboards_2
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3 Using the Dashboards Home Page

A dashboard is a web page that contains one or more panels, each of which visualizes data
from s-Server or StreamLab. These can named, saved, and reopened. They have unique
URLs, which you can share with others and embed in another web page. Dashboards can
also can be protected, making them read-only.

Generally, you will want to have multiple dashboards to show different aspects of your data. 
You may want to start with a single dashboard and save a copy of it when you are satisfied
with it, building up a set of dashboards for their project. 

Using the Dashboards Home Page

Each instance of <%STREAMLAB_OR_S-DASHBOARD%> has a Dashboards home page,
located at myhost:5595/dashboards. You can also open s-Dashboard by clicking Dashboards on
the StreamLab home page.

Note: If you are running s-Dashboard on a port other than 5595, substitute that port for 5595
in the sentence above.

The home page lists all dashboards created in this instance of s-Dashboard, lets you create
new dashboards, lock and unlock existing dashboards, and delete existing dashboards. It also
contains a set of starter dashboards. These are pre-configured arrangements of panels that
you can customize with your own content.

Begin by clicking the Open Dashboard icon  for one of the dashboards.
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Locking Dashboards

At times, you may want to share dashboards with other users without allowing them to
change a dashboard's layout or input.

You can lock dashboards by clicking the lock icon on the Dashboards home page.

Dashboards opened when protected will not have SQLstream logo icons or other controls in
title bars. Frames and title bars will not highlight when hovered. Menus are not available.
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3.1 Sharing a Link to a Dashboard

Each dashboard has a unique URL. To share the URL with someone else, you can copy the
URL and send it to them. You can also make the dashboard read-only by locking it.

3.2 Integrating a Dashboard into a Web Page

You can integrate dashboards into a web page using iframes. An iframe embeds another
HTML page into the current page. See https://developer.mozilla.org/en-
US/docs/Web/HTML/Element/iframe for more information on iframes, particularly on
customizing their attributes.

In s-Dashboard, simply copy the URL from the browser in which you are viewing s-
Dashboard.

To export a dashboard's URL for sharing in StreamLab, click the Export URL icon in the upper
right corner of the dashboard: 

<iframe> tags work similarly to <img> tags. 

A very simple page would look something like the following:

<html>

<body>

<h1>My Dashboard</h1>

<!--add whatever content you want to add here-->

<iframe src="http://myserver:5590/dashboard/user/autogen/dash-2015-01-04T09:37:03.003-

5cbcae" height=500>

</iframe>

<!--iframe with link to dashboard-->

</body>

</html>

4 Working with Panels

In s-Dashboard, a panel is a visualization object, such as a bar graph or map, that displays
data from a stream or streaming view in s-Server. You need to create these streams or views
outside of s-Dashboard, either using hand-coded SQL or StreamLab. See s-Dashboard Input
Overview for more information. 

Panels can read from any stream or view in s-Server or StreamLab, regardless of schema.
You can display multiple panels in a dashboard by changing a dashboard's layout. See
Creating Dashboard Layouts for more details.

Individual panel types, such as Bar Charts, Dials, Areas, Bollinger Bands, Scatter Plots, and
Maps, all have specific data requirements. All panels require numerical data, but some also
require ROWTIME, a key column, or latitude/longitude to work. See Table of Panel Types for
more details. 

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTML/Element/iframe
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTML/Element/iframe
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Getting the right results in your panels will take some time. See Suggested Panel
Development Process for ideas on developing panels.

The Select Panel dialog box divides these into categories according to their data needs:

View Stream as Table

View Latest Row Panels

View Rows Over Time Panels

View Rows Over a Key Column Panels

Geographical Streams Panels

Creating a Custom Panel in s-Dashboard Using Vega

Creating a Custom Panel in s-Dashboard Using Chart.js

Creating a Custom Panel in s-Dashboard Using SVG

Many dashboards are built using either the Vega visualization grammar or the Chart.js
Javascript charting. You can create your own panel types using either framework. s-
Dashboard provides customizable panels for this purpose.

Table of Panel Types

Panel Type Data Accepted Customizable

View Stream as
Table

All Yes, in terms of preset table styles.

View Latest Row Numerical. Extensively in terms of appearance.
Bar Chart and Radar Chart use
Chart.js and have advanced options.

View Rows Over
Time

Numerical Extensively in terms of appearance.
Bars Over Time and Radar Chart
Over Time use Chart.js and have
advanced options. 
Areas, Bars, Lines, Scatter let you
change color scheme, interpolation
(cardinal, linear, step), as well as
some other options. 

View Rows Over
Time: Time
Series

Numerical With Control Panel enabled, can
change type and interpolation
(cardinal, linear, step).

View Rows Over
Time: Bollinger
Bands

Columns need to be named avg, avg_upper,
avg_lower, avg_upper2, and avg_lower2, where avg is
the running average and the rest are the bounds. "avg"
can be any prefix.

Can change update frequency, band
colors, and interpolation (cardinal,
linear, step).

View Rows Over
a Key Column

Numerical columns, key column. A key column has a
limited set of values, and let you divide your data into
categories. This can be a list of cities, departments,

Extensively in terms of appearance.
Bars Over Key and Radar Chart Over
Key use Chart.js and have advanced
options.
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countries, regions, products, and so on--any category
into which your data can be grouped.

Geographical
Streams

Need lat and lon columns. For choropleth map of Pan
and Zoom, need key and value columns. For Pan and
Zoom, key column required for Key Color Map.

For World Events, can change map
color scheme and map area
covered. Can change diameter,
marker icons, event labels, and add
key color map for Pan & Zoom Map.

4.1 Panel Development Process

To develop panels, you first need to be sure that you have the right data. If you are using s-
Dashboard with StreamLab, this means moving back and forth between dashboards and
StreamLab. If you are using s-Dashboard directly with s-Server, this may involve creating new
views on the data in s-Server (or having a SQL developer create such views). Once you get
the right data flowing into your panel, you may also want to adjust how that data flows (in
terms of how many rows appear at once, for example). Finally, you can customize the
appearance of the panel itself.

Getting the Right Data Available

Making Sure Your Data Suits the Visualization

Adjusting the Panel's Input

Customizing Your Panel's Appearance

Getting the Right Data Available

The first step is to make sure that s-Server has the stream, view, or table that you want to
display, and that this object has the right data. For example, most panels require numerical
data, and if your stream, view, or table doesn't have numerical data, you will not be able to
use s-Dashboard's graphic visualizations (though you can still display this data in a table).

To confirm that your stream, view, or table has the right data, open s-Dashboard and use the
Select Input dialog to open the stream, view, or table:
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Making Sure Data Suits Visualization

If you open a visualization, though, you may find that the data doesn't suit your visualization:

"loginFailureCount" and "amount" seem right for a dials display, but not "accountNumber" or
"lat" or "lon." (On the other hand, these values might be just fine for a Geographical Stream
panel.)
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One solution is to create a new view in s-Server with only the two desired columns, as in the
screen shot below. (You may need to work with a SQL programmer to create this view.)

Note: You can learn more about views in the CREATE VIEW topic of the Guavus s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Manual. 

Basically, though, views are reusable SELECTs on a stream. The view depicted above looks
something like this in SQL:

create or replace view "MOCHI"."SuspectDebitOverview" as select stream "amount",

"loginFailureCount" from "MOCHI"."SuspectDebits";

Adjusting Panel Input

Using the Input Preferences panel, you can specify how much data to show. This might be
twenty rows at once, all rows from the past hour, twenty rows per key category, and so on.
See s-Dashboard Input Overview for more details.

Customizing a Panel's Appearance

Once you get the data right, your next step is to customize the panel. The View Latest Row:
Bar Chart, for example, lets you change the colors of the bars, bar border, and hover color.
(You can do much more by taking advantage of Chart.js.) You should experiment with Panel
Preferences to get your desired effect. See Using Panel Preferences for more details. 
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4.2 s-Dashboard Input Overview

s-Dashboard takes streams and views and displays these visually. In order to get the results
you want, you need to configure this data, usually at two stages:

1. You first need to use s-Server, sqlline, s-Studio, or StreamLab to configure a stream or
view for display. The tutorials in Building Streaming Applications with Guavus SQLstream
offer suggestions on how to do so. The easiest method is to use StreamLab, but working
directly in SQL (using either sqlLine or s-Studio, for example) gives you a wider range of
options.

2. Once you have this stream or view established, you select input in s-Dashboard and
further configure this input using by setting input preferences. Different display panels have
different data needs. Some panels require a key column, for example, while others require
numerical data or latitude/longitude.

You select input for each dashboard separately. This means that you can view the same data
in multiple ways in two dashboards, view streams or views from two different schemas, or
view different streams from the same schema.

4.2.1 Selecting Input

If you are using StreamLab, panels will open automatically with data from StreamLab. You will
only need to follow the steps below if you wish to select a different input source.

In other cases, you select an input source: a stream, table, or view from the instance of s-
Server that is connected to s-Dashboard. 

The first time you do a Select Input, there may be a delay while s-Dashboard retrieves the
catalog for s-Server. s-Server's catalog lists all schemas, streams, tables, and views. 
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If something changes in your s-Server (for example, a new stream is added), you will need to
use the Invalidate the Cache command to refresh the catalog, as described in the topic
Invalidating the Cache in this guide.

To select input:

1. Click the Select Input icon or select Select Input from the s-Dashboard menu..

The Select Input dialog box opens. Depending on the complexity of s-Server's
catalog, you may need to wait for as much as a minute while s-Dashboard retrieves
the catalog from s-Server.

2. Click a stream, table, or view and click Select. The dialog box closes, and the name
of the input source appears in place of the Select Input icon. 

3. Click Select.

The Select Input dialog box closes and the name of the stream, table, or view appears
in the Title Bar.

4.2.2 Setting Input Preferences

Each frame gets its input from one stream, view, or table and displays it using the selected
panel. There are separate preferences for how the frame reads its input and for whatever
panel is selected. 

To set input preferences:

Click the Configure Input Preferences Icon
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The Input Preferences dialog box opens. 

You can configure input preferences in four main categories:

· Configuring Data Windows

· Using Key Columns

· Treating Views as Tables

· Using a Custom Select Template

Once you configure preferences, click Update. You can change preferences at any time.

Configuring Data Windows

The nature of streaming data means that it continually updates. This means that dashboards
always display a subset of the data emitted from your source, such as "all failed logins from
the last minute" or "all buses speeding over the past hour."  

We use the term data window to refer to how s-Dashboard displays data in terms of time.
(Some dashboards can only display one row at a time.) The data window can be a fixed
number ("20 rows"), a fixed number per category ("20 rows for each department") a fixed time
period ("every hour on the hour"), a sliding time period ("all data from the last sixty minutes"). 

The first thing you want to determine, then, is how you want to configure your data window.
(You can always change this by returning to Input Preferences.)

Choose one of the following four options:
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Data Window Description

N Rows A specified number of rows. When you choose N Rows, a dialog box
appears that lets you enter a number. Very high numbers may affect
performance.

N Rows Per Key s-Dashboard lets you use a column to divide your data into categories.
This column is called the key column, and can be a list of cities,
departments, countries, regions, products, and so on--any category
into which your data can be grouped. N Rows Per Key works the same
as N Rows, but lets you enter a number per category. When you
choose N Rows Per Key, a dialog box appears that lets you enter a
number. Very high numbers may affect performance.

Sliding Time Period All streaming rows have a timestamp called ROWTIME. This means
that you can tell s-Dashboard "give me all the rows in the past hour" or
"give me all the rows in the past minute" and so on. Again, high
numbers may affect performance, so experiment accordingly.

This is the most common way to view time series data. 

Tumbling Time
Period

This data window also uses ROWTIME, and lets you tell s-Dashboard
"give me data for an hour, then clear data, then give me data for the
next hour," at, for example, 2:00 PM, 3:00 PM, 4:00 PM, and so on.

Working with Key Columns

Some panels let you group data into categories, using a special column called the key
column. A key column has a limited set of values that categorize the values in other columns,
such as cities, departments, product lines, and so on. You can enter the name of this key
column in Input Preferences. You need to generate this column as part of your data before
using it in s-Dashboard. You could, for example, use the Categorize Analytic in StreamLab to
set up a stream with multiple categories.

The panels in the View Rows Over a Key Column display one row for each category in the
key column. For example, you can use the Bars Over Key panel  to group a bar chart. The
stream below has a key column called "key" that contains a list of cities.

and producing this chart:
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Using the Treat View as Table Option

By default, s-Server assumes views are of streaming data, but they can refer to tables. If you
know that your view refers to a table, you can use the Treat View as a Table command to ask
s-Dashboard to treat the view as a table (and therefore check the server less frequently. 

Using the SELECT Template Option 

By default, the dashboard uses either SELECT * FROM <input> SELECT (if Include ROWTIME is
not selected) or SELECT STREAM ROWTIME,* FROM <input> (if Include ROWTIME is selected).
You can use the SELECT template field to create a custom SELECT statement. This is an
advanced feature that requires knowledge of both SQL and JavaScript to use. See Using the
SELECT template in this guide for more details.

4.2.2.1 Customizing the SELECT template

By default, a dashboard frame uses either SELECT * FROM <input> SELECT (if Include
ROWTIME is not selected) or SELECT STREAM ROWTIME,* FROM <input> (if Include
ROWTIME is selected).

You can use the SELECT template to modify this SELECT statement that's used to get the
data for that frame of the dashboard. To do so, you need to know both SQL and JavaScript.
For assistance in implementing this template, please contact SQLstream support at
support@sqlstream.com.

The SELECT statement uses an JavaScript Underscore template that accepts a series of
variables. For example, the above default SELECT statement would be represented in the
template as SELECT <%= selection %> FROM <%= from %>.

The following variables are available inside a template:

mailto:support@sqlstream.com
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Variable Meaning

schema The schema for the selected input.

object The name of the selected input stream/table/view

type The type of SQL object selected: stream, table, or view.

streaming A Boolean value that is true if the input is streaming.

tableview A Boolean value that is true if the input option to view views as tables is true

rowtime A Boolean value that is true if the rowtime input option is true

selection The object of the SELECT clause: the part that goes between SELECT and
FROM, such as STREAM ROWTIME,*, or *, depending on input options.

from The full name of the stream, table or view.

msg The message on the s-dashboard blackboard for the current 'Listen to'
channel.

Example

This following statement added to the SELECT template adjusts the SELECT statement for
the stream or table:

SELECT <%= selection %> FROM <%= from %> <% if (msg && msg.id) print( 'WHERE "state" = ' + "'"
+ msg.id.substring(4) +"'"); %>

The statement adds a WHERE clause to the table's SELECT statement when a state is
selected.

4.2.3 Reopening Input

At any time, you can refresh a panel's connection to its input with the Reopen Input
command. This command restarts the connection to the stream, view, or table chosen for
input.

4.2.4 Forgetting s-Server Content

The first time you use the Select Input command, s-Dashboard caches the catalog for s-
Server. That is, it identifies all schemas, streams, views, and tables. If your development
team has added a new schema, stream, table, or view to s-Server, then these objects will not
be available in s-Dashboard unless you use the Invalidate Cache command.

The Invalidate Cache command clears the cache of the currently-stored catalog and requests
an updated version of the catalog from s-Server. 

To do so:
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1. Click the s-Dashboard menu icon on the outermost frame.

2. Choose Forget s-Server Contents.

The old catalog is discarded and an updated catalog is retrieved. When you select input,
newly added schemas, streams, tables, and views will appear in the Select Input dialog box.

4.3 Using Panel Preferences

After you get the right data flowing into a panel, you can customize the panel's appearance by
using the Panel Preferences dialog box. Changing Panel preferences is a key part of getting
your panels to look right. Some panels let you make relatively minor changes, but in some
cases, preferences let you customize the entire look and feel of the panel.

To open the Panel Preferences dialog box, click the Panel Preferences icon in the upper right
corner of the panel.

The options available here will change depending on the type of panel selected. For Table, the
Panel Preferences dialog box lets you set the number of rows displayed, the table's style, and
whether or not the table scrolls, among other options.

4.4 View Stream as a Table

By default, streams display as tables. You can use this table display as a start, to make sure
you have the right data (and that data is flowing). See Panel Development Process. You may
also want to display a table alongside another visualization using a multiple panel layout. See
Creating Dashboard Layouts for more details.
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You can customize the table's appearance using Panel Preferences in terms of the number
of rows, table style, and whether or not the table automatically scrolls:

For example, the table below appears in box style:

You should experiment with different table styles in order to get your desired effect.

View Latest Row Panels

View Rows Over Time Panels

View Rows Over a Key Column Panels

Geographical Streams Panels

Creating a Custom Panel in s-Dashboard Using Vega

Creating a Custom Panel in s-Dashboard Using Vega_2

4.5 View Latest Row Panels

The panels in the Latest Row category look only at the most recent row in the stream. Only one row's

data appears at a time. A dial, for example, will display the temperature reported at rowtime, but then

change as soon as a new row becomes available.

Most of these display all of the numerical columns in the stream. They will be most useful if these

columns are meaningful measurements (as opposed to account numbers or other non-measurement
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numbers). Sometimes you may need to create a new view on a stream, in order to see only those

numerical columns that are meaningful. 

Bar Chart

A bar graph shows each numerical row as a bar. s-Dashboard displays each numerical column

regardless of its range. Data will be most useful if columns are in comparable ranges.

As with other panels, you can set preferences for the bar graph panel by clicking the Preferences icon. 

This panel is built with Chart.js and is highly customizable. For example, this panel has a bar border

width field that specifies the border width to use when drawing the bars. These properties can be a single

value, such as 2, or a comma-separated list, like 2,3,2. Single values apply to all the data columns,

while a list applies to each data column in turn. So if there are columns alpha, beta, gamma, and delta,

and the bar border width is 2,3,2, the bar corresponding to the beta column would have a border width of

3 while the other bars would have a border width of 2.

This feature is most useful for properties that specify a color. You can specify a list of colors explicitly,

such as red,green,blue, or rgba(255,0,0,1.0),rgba(0,255,0,1.0),rgba(0,0,255,1.0). You may also access

the palettes provided by Rickshaw http://code.shutterstock.com/rickshaw/ by entering a value like

palette(colorwheel,1.0). colorwheel can be any of the Rickshaw palettes: classic9, colorwheel, cool,

munin, spectrum14, spectrum2000, spectrum2001. 1.0 is the alpha value to apply to the colors.

http://code.shutterstock.com/rickshaw/
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If you enable Advanced Options, you can edit the options portion of the Chart.js spec as a
JSON object. You can learn more about customizing panels with Chart.js by looking at the
Chart.js documentation at http://www.chartjs.org/docs/.

Dials

The Dials panel displays each numerical column as a circular dial with an arrow (like a
speedometer).

Using Panel Preferences, you make a number of changes to the dial's appearance, such as
font size, face color, and panel background. You should experiment with Panel Preferences to
get your desired effect. See Using Panel Preferences for more details. 

Radar Chart

A radar chart shows multiple data points and the variation between them in a circular
arrangement.

http://www.chartjs.org/docs/
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Like the Bar Chart panel, the Radar Chart panel is built with Chart.js and is highly
customizable. For example, this panel has both Fill Cover and Curve Color field that specify
the color of fill and curves in the chart. These fields can be filled in with a single color, such as
"blue" or "rgba)0,0,255,1.0)" or "palate(classic9)". Scheme may be classic9, colorwheel, cool,
munin, spectrum14, spectrum2000, spectrum2001.

As with the Bar Chart panel, you can customize a wide range of preferences by enabling
Advanced Options.

4.6 View Rows Over Time Panels

The Rows Over Time panels all use the rows' ROWTIMES (their timestamps) to display data
as it streams. These panels use ROWTIME as the domain (usually, this is the x axis). All
numerical columns, such as "number of web logins" or "number of phone logins" are
displayed as the range (the y axis). They will be most useful if these columns are meaningful
measurements (as opposed to account numbers or other non-measurement numbers).
Sometimes you may need to create a new view on a stream, in order to see only those
numerical columns that are meaningful. With the exception of the Time Series panel, you
cannot disable individual columns for panels. See the subtopic Panel Development Process
for advice on developing meaningful data for s-Dashboard.

For example, the Time Series panel (shown as area) lets you see the values for multiple
stream columns as they change over time. Time moves from right to left, with the latest rows
appearing as the visualization moves left. 
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Bars Over Time

This panel is highly customizable with Panel Preferences. You can change the bars'
orientation, color, width, as well as other options. Because this panel is built using Chart.js,
you can also edit Chart.js options directly to customize the panel further. See the Chart.js
documentation for all of the options that can be set this way.
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Radar Chart

A radar chart shows multiple data points and the variation between them in a circular
arrangement. You can use these to compare the results of multiple data sets over time, to
find clusters of trending data, and to note data outliers. Like Bars Over Time, this chart is built
in Chart.js and so is highly customizable. See the Chart.js documentation for all of the options
that can be set this way.

Time Series

This flexible panel, based on the Rickshaw demo, offers you a variety of options once you
enable its control panel. This panel lets you choose which columns to display, whether to
display an area, bar, line, or scatter visualization, as well as options for how to display these:
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You can also use Panel Preferences to choose from a variety of color schemes. 

Finally, you can choose how often this panel updates. It may improve performance to
increase the default setting of one second.

Areas

This panel is also built in Rickshaw, and displays data as an area chart. It has fewer options
than Time Series, but is useful for quickly creating an area chart.

Bars

Like the Area chart, this panel is less customizable, but straightforward to use.

Lines

Also straightforward, this panel uses lines to display data.

Scatter

Like the Lines panel, but uses dingle points instead of lines.

4.7 View Rows Over a Key Column Panels

Panels that use the key column as the domain, and the other numerical columns as the
range. These panels are useful for data that groups into a limited number of major categories,
such as cities, departments, product categories, teams, and so on.

Bars Over Time

Bars Over Time displays each key category (such as a city) as a group of bars (all the
numerical columns in rows grouped by the key, such as all ATMs in San Francisco).

This panel is highly customizable with Panel Preferences. You can change the bars'
orientation, color, width, as well as other options. Because this panel is built using Chart.js,
you can also edit Chart.js options directly to customize the panel further.
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Radar Chart

Radar Chart displays each key category (such as a city) as a radar graph (all the numerical
columns in rows grouped by the key, such as all ATMs in San Francisco).

A radar chart shows multiple data points and the variation between them in a circular
arrangement. (See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radar_chart for more details.) You can use
these to compare the results of multiple data sets over time, to find clusters of trending data,
and to note data outliers. Like Bars Over Time, this chart is built in Chart.js and so is highly
customizable.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radar_chart
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4.8 Geographical Stream Panels

s-Dashboard features two panels that let you display data on a map:

Panel Benefits

Pan & Zoom panel Offers more options for both map and marker appearance.

World Events panel Greater flexibility in terms of displaying specific states, countries,
or regions.

Ability to develop a choropleth map.

Both panels require that you have latitude and longitude values in your data. The name of the
latitude column needs to start with "lat". The name of the longitude column needs to start with
 "lon" or "lng".

Using the Pan and Zoom Panel

Customizing Icons on the Pan and Zoom Panel
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Using the World Events Panel

Developing a Choropleth Map with the World Events Panel

Using Blackboard with Geographical Stream Panels

Using the Pan and Zoom Map

You can change preferences for the panel by clicking the Panel Preferences icon in the upper
right corner of the panel.

Preferences include:

Whether or not to cluster events. If you deselect this option, all events appear individually.

Diameter Formula. Here you can use the name of a column, or use that column in a
mathematical formula, such as value*10.

Diameter Is. Here you choose pixels or meters for the Diameter Formula.

Display Mode. Choose from the following

· Show all events displays all events up to the maximum defined in Maximum Events,
no matter how old.

· Show all events and trail displays all events, along with a line connecting an event to
its previous location. This is useful for moving vehicles, for example.

· Show most recent event displays only events within the maximum time.

· Show most recent and trail displays only events within the maximum time, along with
a line connecting an event to its previous location. This is useful for moving vehicles,
for example.

Event Label lets you add a custom label to your map. To do so, enter the name of one of
your columns enclosed in a <%= %>, such as <%= title %>.

Key Color Map lets you customize how events, markers, and trails appear. "The entries in
this table select the color of the marker for an event, the circle surrounding it, and the trail it
leaves behind, for each value of the key column. An entry with an empty key value sets the
default.

Customizing Icons for the Pan and Zoom Map

In preferences for the Pan and Zoom map, you can select Custom for Marker Icons. When
you do, several additional fields appear in the Preferences dialog box. 
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The most important of these is called Icon URL. Here, you can specify a location for your
custom icons, and use variables so that this URL changes depending on the current row. 

To do so, you set up a template that is evaluated for each row to create the URL for the
custom icon. In other words, you can use columns from a stream, such as columns with lists
of colors or numbers, to determine the icon that appears for a particular row.

You reference column values using <%= column name %>. For example, to reference a
column called "bearing", you would write <%= bearing %>.

You can use any accessible location for these icons, but if you use your own location, it must
begin with http:// or https:// and be served by a web server. A value called <%= builtin_path %
> points to a directory with pre-installed custom icons. This location corresponds to
<StreamLab installation dir>/StreamLab/static/js/sand/panels/geo_v2/tiled/images

Another variable, <%= key_map_color %>, lets you reference the color for the current key
map--the one that you set up in the Preferences dialog box. This is the color the map would
use if you selected flags instead of custom.

Note: if you have Python installed you can serve the contents of the current directory with
python -m SimpleHTTPServer <port number>.

Setting the Path for Custom Icons

StreamLab ships with a set of built-in icons. These are a set of arrows for showing bearing on
the map. We will use these icons to walk you through the process of setting up custom icons.

To use the arrow icons, for example, you will need to write a template that generates a URL
that looks like this:

<%= builtin_path %>/arrows/large/blue/45.gif

That would select a large blue arrow pointing northeast. 
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To begin, make sure that you have 

· Selected Custom for Marker Icons.

· Selected None under Circle for Key Color Map.

· Deselected Cluster Events.

Taking these steps will ensure that you only see custom icons on the map.

Setting Up Columns for the Incoming Stream

In order to create a URL that changes for each row, you need to have columns with
meaningful information. If you are using StreamLab, you can use the Categorize Analytic to
set these up. For example, you could duplicate a column called Speed, and then use
Categorize to create a column with sizes: small, medium, large, extra large. Otherwise, you
will need to work with a SQL programmer to make sure these columns are available.

For this demonstration, you will need three columns:

· size: one of small, medium, large, xlarge

· color: one of black blue brown cyan green orange pink red violet white yellow

· bearing: an integer in [0..360], 0 is north
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Creating the Icon URL

You can use these to create an Icon URL that fully selects the arrow's size, color, and
direction. Once you have set up the three columns (with these exact names), enter the
following into the Icon URL field:

<%= builtin_path %>/arrows/<%= size %>/<%= color %>/<%= bearing %>.gif

Click Update. The map should show arrows of varying sizes as data streams.

Each row will evaluate to something like the following:

<StreamLab installation
dir>/StreamLab/static/js/sand/panels/geo_v2/tiled/images/arrows/small/violet/145.gif

Using Other Settings

The rest of the settings for custom icons select the image size and anchor point.

For the arrows, the width and height are 100 and the anchor point is in the center, x = 50 and
y = 50.

We recommend providing the true (unscaled) size of the image files and the center as the
anchor.

Using the World Events Map

This map features data marked on a world, regional, country, or US state map. These maps
are appear as blocks of color, but you can change the color scheme. The World Events map
below displays Australia only, with data events occurring near Sydney.
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For the World Events panel, you can use Panel preferences to change the color scheme,
and, more importantly, to choose the specific country, US state, or region that you want to
display.

Areas can be colored according to a value (choropleth map) by providing a key column
containing text that matches the IDs used by the map, and a corresponding value column. 

Developing a Choropleth Map with the World Events Panel

For countries and states, all ids appear in Appendix A: Map IDs for Cloropleth. Ids for state
counties are in a zip file called States.zip. To use the choropleth feature, the stream should
have "key" and "value" columns. 

Key values should list ids for the map. When a row is sent to the map, it looks at the key. If it
matches an id on the map, the value (0..100) is used to select the color for that area.

Using Blackboard with Geographical Stream Panels

s-Dashboard has a simple messaging system, known as the blackboard, for panels to
communicate with each other implemented as a blackboard containing JSON messages.
You can use the Blackboard to change the output for a panel by modifying that panel's query
template. Both geographical stream panels let you send click information to Blackboard. For
Pan & Zoom, you can send event clicks only; for World Events, you can send events and
region clicks. See Using the Inter Panel Blackboard for more details.
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4.9 Creating a Custom Panel in s-Dashboard Using Chart.js

s-Dashboard lets you customize panels using Chart.js, Vega, or SVG. For most purposes,
we recommend trying to use Chart.js. In most cases, Chart.js will provide more functionality
and will be easier to use. If you’re going to write a custom s-Dashboard panel we recommend
Chart.js as a more straightforward approach than Vega. However, Chart.js is limited to a few
chart types, while you can use Vega or SVG to draw just about anything.

Panels that use Chart.js find all the numerical columns in the incoming stream and create a
Chart.js data specification for each one. 

s-Dashboard provides a generic Chart.js panel that allows you to customize it completely by
writing a Chart.js specification. See www.chartjs.org for more details on Chart.js. Many of the
pre-built panels also use Chart.js, and you can consult these as examples.

Chart.js and Panel Preferences

Each panel has panel preferences tailored to that chart type. For example, the bar chart panel
has a preference bar border width that specifies the border width to use when drawing the
bars. 

These properties can be a single value, such as 2, or a comma-separated list, like 2,3,2.
Single values apply to all the data columns, while a list is applied to each data column in turn.
So if there are columns alpha, beta, gamma, and delta, and the bar border width is 2,3,2,2 the
bar corresponding to the beta column would have a border width of 3 while the other bars
would have a border width of 2.

This feature is most useful for properties that specify a color. You almost always want
different data columns shown in different colors. You can specify a list of colors explicitly,
such as red,green,blue, or rgba(255,0,0,1.0),rgba(0,255,0,1.0),rgba(0,0,255,1.0). You may
also access the palettes provided by Rickshaw http://code.shutterstock.com/rickshaw/ by
entering a value like palette(colorwheel,1.0). colorwheel can be any of the Rickshaw palettes:
classic9, colorwheel, cool, munin, spectrum14, spectrum2000, spectrum2001. 1.0 is the
alpha value to apply to the colors. A list of colors long enough to match each of the incoming
data columns will be generated.

Using the panel preferences and the list of incoming columns, a Chart.js panel will generate
the data portion of the Chart.js spec. If you enable the advanced options in the panel
preferences you’ll see that you can edit the options portion of the Chart.js spec as a JSON
object. See the Chart.js documentation for all of the options that can be set this way.

Custom Chart.js Panel

The Chart.js Customizable panel gives you full control over the panel's visualization. You
specify the full Chart.js JSON spec by writing a JavaScript template. Use the template markers
<%= … %> to insert the value of a variable or expression and <% … %> to insert JavaScript
code. 

The panel preferences include a View JSON button that you can use to see the result of
evaluating the JavaScript template.

http://www.chartjs.org
http://code.shutterstock.com/rickshaw/
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These variables are available:

? allColumnsArray. A JavaScript array listing the names of all of the columns in the
input

? numberColumnsArray. A JavaScript array listing the names of all the numerical
columns in the input

? columns. The list of numerical columns. This is a string, the JSON representation of
the array of names (i.e., <%= columns %> is the same as <%=
JSON.stringify(numberColumnsArray) %>)

? row. JSON representation of an array of the numerical values from the most recent
row

These functions are available:

? column(columnName). Returns the data for a column, given the column’s name.

? hasColumn(columnName). Returns true if the input stream contains a column with
the given name.

? palette(paletteName). Selects the color palette, or resets it if it’s already the current
palette.

? paletteName may be one of “classic9”, “colorwheel”, “cool”, “munin”, “spectrum14”,
“spectrum2000”, “spectrum2001”

? color(alpha). Returns the next color from the color palette, with the given alpha value.

In addition, all of Underscore underscorejs.org is available

When you create a Chart.js Customizable panel, the preferences are filled in with a template
that generates a bar chart of the current row, using the columns and row variables and the
palette() and color() functions. This is a good starting point for a custom panel that visualizes
a single row. In the Examples section of the Select Panel list there is a Chart.js custom panel
that shows a bar chart over time. This demonstrates displaying multiple rows, using the
column() function to insert the data from named columns into the Chart.js data specification.

Creating a Custom Panel with Chart.js

To create a custom panel:

1. In s-Server or StreamLab, either create a View on existing data or confirm that a
stream exists that you can use to display.

2. Select this stream as input.

3. Click Select Panel.

http://underscorejs.org
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4. Choose Customizable Panels > Chart.js Custom

5. Click Panel Preferences.

6. Copy the code block in ChartJS Specification to a text editor.

7. Make changes, using the documentation at www.chartjs.org, underscorejs.org and
http://code.shutterstock.com/rickshaw/.

8. Paste changes back into the ChartJS Specification box.

9. Click Update. The panel appears with your updates. s-Dashboard will display an
error if your code doesn't work. Repeat steps 4-7 until display works to your
satisfaction.

4.10 Creating a Custom Panel in s-Dashboard Using Vega

You can use Vega to create a custom panel in s-Dashboard. 

s-Dashboard now supports Vega 3 and Vega-Lite https://vega.github.io/. For more information
on using Vega, see the Vega docs at https://vega.github.io/vega/docs/. You should also
consult the s-Dashboard panels that are written in Vega, such as the Rows Over Time:
Stacked Bars Over Time panel or the two Examples panels written in Vega.

With panels built in Vega, you can choose whether the data is just the latest row (single-row
mode) or multiple rows, as well as whether non-numerical and ROWTIME columns are
included. 

You can also choose either Vega or Vega-Lite as your specification language. 

Vega-Embed https://github.com/vega/vega-embed is used to incorporate Vega into s-
Dashboard. If you enable the advanced options in the preferences for a Vega panel you can
access the Vega-Embed parameters specification to explore its features.

Both the Vega/Vega-Lite spec and the Vega-Embed parameters spec are entered as
JavaScript templates. Use the template markers <%= … %> to insert the value of a variable
or expression and <% … %> to insert JavaScript code. The panel preferences include a View
Vega button that you can use to see the result of evaluating the JavaScript template on the
Vega/Vega-Lite spec, and a View Embed button to view the entire Vega-Embed configuration
as a JSON object.

The following variables are available:

· columnsArray. A JavaScript array listing the names of all of the columns in the input

· columns. The list of numerical columns. This is the JSON representation of the array
of names. That is, <%= columns %> is the equivalent to <%=
JSON.stringify(columnsArray) %>.

· streamingData. The data specification for the source. This will be an array of {x:, y:}
objects if single-row mode is selected, where the x’s are the column names and the
y’s are the values.  Otherwise, it will be an array of objects, each of which is a row

http://www.chartjs.org
http://www.underscorejs.org
http://code.shutterstock.com/rickshaw/
https://vega.github.io/
https://vega.github.io/vega/docs/
https://github.com/vega/vega-embed 
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represented as an object (the column names become the property names on the
object).

The following function is available:

· allButLast(index, list, text). Used in an _.each loop, return the text each iteration
except the last

In addition, all of Underscore is available. See http://underscorejs.org/ for more details.

Vega works best for custom visualizations of the latest row. In other cases, you may find
Chart.js to be more useful. See Creating a Custom Panel in s-Dashboard Using Chart.js for
more details.

Custom Vega Dashboards Made with Vega 1

The new Vega support is no longer compatible with Vega 1 specifications, so v1 dashboards
with custom panels will have to be updated to Vega 3. Note that some v1 dashboards may
use the Vega custom panel just for a bar chart. In these cases, you should also consider
using, the v2 bar chart panel based on Chart.js. See Creating a Custom Panel in s-
Dashboard Using Chart.js for more details.

Creating a Custom Panel Using Vega

To create a custom panel using Vega:

Select the Customizable Panels > Vega Custom in one of the frames on your s-Dashboard
page. Even before any data has been sent to the panel, you should see a bar graph with 3
bars:

The Vega spec that generates this plot is: 

{

   "width":400,

   "height":200,

   "data":[<%= streamingData %>],

   "scales":[

      {

         "name":"x",

         "type":"ordinal",

         "range":"width",

         "domain":{

            "data":"source",

            "field":"x"

         }

http://underscorejs.org/
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      },

      {

         "name":"y",

         "type":"linear",

         "range":"height",

         "nice":true,

         "domain":{

            "data":"source",

            "field":"y"

         }

      }

   ],

   "axes":[

      {

         "type":"x",

         "scale":"x"

      },

      {

         "type":"y",

         "scale":"y"

      }

   ],

   "marks":[

      {

         "type":"rect",

         "from":{

            "data":"source"

         },

         "properties":{

            "enter":{

               "x":{

                  "scale":"x",

                  "field":"x"

               },

               "width":{

                  "scale":"x",

                  "band":true,

                  "offset":-1

               },

               "y":{

                  "scale":"y",

                  "field":"y"

               },

               "y2":{

                  "scale":"y",

                  "value":0

               }

            },

            "update":{

               "fill":{

                  "value":"steelblue"

               },

               "x":{

                  "scale":"x",

                  "field":"x"

               },

               "width":{

                  "scale":"x",

                  "band":true,

                  "offset":-1
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               },

               "y":{

                  "scale":"y",

                  "field":"y"

               },

               "y2":{

                  "scale":"y",

                  "value":0

               }

            },

            "hover":{

               "fill":{

                  "value":"red"

               }

            }

         }

      }

   ]

}

When you run this dashboard, s-Dashboard will replace the "width" and "height" properties
with the current size of the dashboard frame, and it overwrites the "padding" property as well.
It’s a good idea to have default width and height settings so that the spec will work when you
paste it into the Vega live editor.

s-Dashboard will also replace the "data" property. This spec includes sample data so that it
will work in the Vega editor. The data will be in one of two forms, depending on the "Single-
Row Mode" setting in the panel preferences:

In all cases, the name of the data definition will be stream. If "Single-Row Mode" is enabled,
only the most recent row of the stream is shown, with each value stored as a separate {x: y:}
object in the values array, where x is the column name and y is the value. As shown in the bar
graph example, the column names can be placed on an ordinal scale, while the values can be
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shown on a linear scale. The Number Only option filters out columns that do not contain
numeric values. For more control over what’s displayed, create a view on your stream in s-
Server. See the topic CREATE VIEW in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference
Manual for more details.

If the input stream looks like:

name alpha beta gamma delta

Encinitas 1.2 3.4 5.6 7.8

Encinitas 4.2 2.4 1.6 3.8

San Francisco 9.2 1.4 2.6 8.8

San Francisco 0.2 8.4 9.6 4.8

Chicago 3.2 0.4 6.6 3.8

Chicago 2.2 6.4 7.6 8.8

The data when Single-Row Mode and Numbers Only are both enabled will look like the
following:

"data": [

    {

      "name": "source",

      "values": [

{"x": "alpha", "y": 2.2},

{"x": "beta", "y": 6.4},

{"x": "gamma", "y": 7.6},

{"x": "delta", "y": 8.8}

  ]

    }, …

With Single-Row Mode turned off, the data values will be an array of objects, one per row, up
to the number of rows given in the Maximum Rows setting. Each object will have property
names corresponding to the column names of the stream, as in:

"data": [

    {

      "name": "stream",

      "values": [

  {"name": "Encinitas", "alpha": 1.2, "beta": 3.4, "gamma": 5.6, "delta":

7.8},

  {"name": "Encinitas", "alpha": 4.2, "beta": 2.4, "gamma": 1.6, "delta":

3.8},

  {"name": "San Francisco", "alpha": 9.2, "beta": 1.4, "gamma": 2.6,

"delta": 8.8},

  {"name": "San Francisco", "alpha": 0.2, "beta": 8.4, "gamma": 9.6,

"delta": 4.8},

  {"name": "Chicago", "alpha": 3.2, "beta": 0.4, "gamma": 6.6, "delta":

3.8},

  {"name": "Chicago", "alpha": 2.2, "beta": 6.4, "gamma": 7.6, "delta":

8.8}

  ]

    }, …
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Writing a Vega Spec

To customize the Vega specification, copy and paste it to an external editor. The Vega live
editor (http://trifacta.github.io/vega/editor/) works well for developing a Vega spec. You may
also find it useful to check that your JSON is valid using a tool such as JSONLint
(http://jsonlint.com/).

Begin your spec with default width and height settings so that it will work in the Vega editor.
Include a default data specification for "source". You can use either one of the two examples
above, or something similar that includes column names and sample values from the stream
you intend to view. It is best to get the visualization working in the Vega live editor and then in
s-Dashboard before you start viewing a live stream, because debugging will be easier on a
still image.

Animation Parameters

The next three parameters control the animation from one update to the next (each new row
written to the stream should cause an update). The Animation Period is the duration of the
animation in milliseconds. Some animation types work better will longer periods of a second
or more. The animation type and mode define the easing function, as described at
https://github.com/mbostock/d3/wiki/Transitions - wiki-d3_ease. ‘cubic’ and ‘in-out’ are good
defaults.

Note on Using Vega Live Examples

All dashboards are designed to animate, because of the nature of streaming data. Many of the
examples in the Vega live editor were not written with animation in mind. In most cases, you
can modify these for animation by taking the following steps: for each "marks" definition, copy
all the "enter" settings to the "update" section. 

For example, if the "alpha" value is used to set a mark’s height when it enters, in order to
animate it also needs to set it when it updates. To see a complete example of a Vega Live
example modified for animation, compare the default Vega spec given above to the "bars"
example in the Vega live editor. 

4.12 Using the Inter Panel Blackboard

s-Dashboard has a simple messaging system, known as the blackboard, for panels to
communicate with each other implemented as a blackboard containing JSON messages.
You can use the Blackboard to change the output for a panel by modifying that panel's query
template.

Panels Using Blackboard

Modifying Query Template to Use Blackboard

System Panels Using Blackboard

Panels Sending Messages to Blackboard

Two panel types are currently enabled to send messages to the blackboard. 

http://trifacta.github.io/vega/editor/
http://jsonlint.com/
https://github.com/mbostock/d3/wiki/Transitions - wiki-d3_ease
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Panel Preference Field for
Blackboard

User Event Result

Geographical Streams >
World Events
Geographical Streams >
Pan & Zoom

Event Clicks To Clicks on event circle Sends name
of event and
other
information.

Geographical Streams >
World Events

Region Clicks To Clicks on region Sends name
of region
and other
information.

Table Sent To Clicks on cell Sends value
of the cell,
along with
the row and
column in
the table.

System > Button Clicks on button Custom

Each blackboard message includes a property channel containing a string used to control
individual panels. If it’s filled in, it’s the channel string that this panel should listen to. Any
message posted to the blackboad with a channel property equal to, in this case,
“table_selection”, will cause the panel to be refreshed. You can use the other properties of the
blackboard message to modify the SELECT statement.

Sample Process

The following steps walk you through using the Inter Panel Blackboard to modify the SELECT
statement for a panel.

1. Begin by creating a dashboard with three panels in a horizontal layout frame. See the
topic Creating Dashboard Layouts in this guide for more details on setting up
layouts.
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2. In the leftmost panel, for input select SALES.AGGT0 and for panel type select Table. In
the panel preferences, set Maximum Rows to 100. From that panel’s menu, select
Reopen Input to re-read the table. You should have 1 column with 20 rows.

3. In the middle panel, for input select SALES.AGGT0 and for panel type select Table.
From that panel’s menu, select Reopen Input to re-read the table. You should have
several columns and 25 rows.

4. In the rightmost panel, for panel select System > Blackboard. You do not need to
select an input for this panel. This will display messages being posted to the
blackboard.

5. Change the layout to “Horizontal, leftmost is 10%”.

You should have something that looks like this, except that your blackboard panel will be
empty: 

6. In the single-column panel on the left, set the panel preference Send To to
table_selection. Now when you click on cells in the table you should see messages in
the blackboard panel.

Modifying a Panel’s Query Template Using a Blackbaord

You can use the Blackboard to change the output for a panel by modifying that panel's query
template. In Input Preferences, each s-Dashboard panel has a field with that lets you modify a
SELECT query for the panel. By default, the query selects all the columns from the input (the
panel also lets you choose whether or not to include ROWTIME). See the topic Customizing
the SELECT template for more details on this field.
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The SELECT query uses the Underscore.js template function documented at
http://documentcloud.github.io/underscore/#template . 

You can use <%= … %>  to insert the result of a JavaScript expression and <% … %> to
execute arbitrary JavaScript (with the function print() available to add text to the result of the
template).  

There are a number of variables available for use in the template, as documented at
Customizing the SELECT template. 

The base query (an empty template is as follows:

SELECT <%= selection %> FROM <%= from %>

<%= selection %> can contain “ * ”, “ STREAM ROWTIME,* “, or a similar statement given the
type of the input and the input preferences, while <%= from %> should contain the fully
qualified name of the input stream or table. 

In order to make use of a blackboard message, you need to append a WHERE clause to this
base query, using the msg variable.  

You incorporate the blackboard message using the variable msg. This variable contains the
blackboard message posted to the channel the panel is listening to. In order to make sure you
only output the WHERE clause if there is a message from the Blackboard, you also need to
include JavaScript along the following lines:

<% if (msg) print('where "N" >= ' + msg.value); %>

The resulting clause will be WHERE “N” >= <the value currently selected in the other table>

Go to the Input Preferences for the middle panel (SALES.AGGT1) and paste in the following
code as one line:

SELECT <%= selection %> FROM <%= from %> <% if (msg) print('where "N" >= ' +

msg.value); %> 

Set Listen To to  table_selection. 

http://documentcloud.github.io/underscore/#template
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Clicking on cells in the left table should now control which rows are shown in the middle
panel.

This is a simple mechanism with a lot of possibilities. For more information on how to
customize the SELECT statement, please contact support at
sqlstream.support@guavus.com.

Monitoring Blackboard with System Panels

There are two system panels that let you monitor the blackboard:

The SYSTEM > Blackboard panel shows a log of blackboard activity.

The SYSTEM > Button Panel lets you test posting to the blackboard.

5 Working with Dashboard Layouts

You can view multiple panels within the same browser by enclosing them in frames. You can
then save these layouts for later use or to share with another user. Layouts are saved when
you save the dashboard. You can also make a copy of the dashboard, as described in the
topic Using the Dashboards Home Page in this guide. That way, you can create a layout that
you like, save it, create a copy, and then modify the original layout in the copied version.

· Enclosing a Frame within a Layout

· Swapping Panels

· Cloning a Layout Frame

By default, one panel opens in a dashboard. To add additional panels, you need to first
enclose the dashboard in a layout. You do so through the s-Dashboard menu in the upper
right corner of the dashboard.

mailto:sqlstream.support@guavus.com
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Enclosing a Frame Within a Layout

The first step in creating a dashboard layout is to enclose the current panel within a frame.
You do so through the s-Dashboard menu, accessed through the SQLstream icon at the top
right of the dashboard:

Note that the original panel now has a title bar above it. Select this panel's menu to add a
layout. You can arrange panels vertically and horizontally, and choose a percentage for the
relationship between the two, such as "Horizontal, leftmost is 20%" or "Vertical, topmost is
70%."

The dashboard below has an enclosing frame with a left panel at 50%. The right panel is
currently absent. To add a panel to the right frame, click on the left panel's menu and choose
Clone Frame, Place Copy After or Add Blank Frame After.
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Once the layout changes, you can add additional frames by clicking the s-Dashboard menu
for the new frame.

Add frame before inserts a frame to the left of the current frame.

Add blank frame after inserts a frame to the right of the current frame

For example, the layout below shows a horizontal frame added before the current frame:
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You can also enclose one of the new panels in a layout by using the s-Dashboard menu. All
the same layout options are available for enclosed panels. For example, the panel below has
a Horizontal, leftmost is 50% layout added to the vertical panel on the bottom:

Using the options above, you can adjust panel layouts until you are satisfied with them. When
you save the dashboard, the layouts will remain intact. You can also share a link to the
dashboard and keep the layout intact.

5.1 Swapping Panels

You can quickly change the content of a frame by swapping its contents with an adjacent
frame.

To do so:
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1. Select the frame that you want to swap with another frame.

2. Click the SQLstream menu icon and select Swap with Frame Above or Swap with
Frame Below. If the layout is horizontal, these options will read Swap with Frame
Before or Swap with Frame After.

The frames' contents switch.

5.2 Cloning a Layout Frame

You can also clone a frame, including frames with multiple enclosures. This creates a full
copy of all frames, including panel and input preferences. In the screen grab below, a frame
enclosing two bar graphs was cloned. Once you clone frames, you can modify these as you
wish. 

To do so:

1. Select the frame that you want to swap with another frame.

2. Click the SQLstream menu icon and select Clone Frame, Place Copy Before or
Clone Frame, Place Copy After.
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6 Troubleshooting s-Dashboard

At times, s-Dashboard may lose connection with s-Server's WebAgent. (See the topic
WebAgent in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details). To refresh this
connection, you can use the Invalidate Cache commend in the s-Dashboard menu. 

If s-Dashboard is running but not showing data, check to see that both WebAgent and s-
Server are running.

7 Appendix A: Map IDs for Cloropleth

The tables below list codes for countries and US states for use in cloropleth diagrams.

· Country IDs 

· State IDs

Country IDs

ID Country

AFG Afghanistan

AGO Angola

ALB Albania

ARE United Arab Emirates

ARG Argentina

ARM Armenia

ATA Antarctica

ATF French Southern and Antarctic Lands

AUS Australia

AUT Austria

AZE Azerbaijan

BDI Burundi

BEL Belgium

BEN Benin

BFA Burkina Faso

BGD Bangladesh

BGR Bulgaria

BHS The Bahamas

BIH Bosnia and Herzegovina

BLR Belarus
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BLZ Belize

BMU Bermuda

BOL Bolivia

BRA Brazil

BRN Brunei

BTN Bhutan

BWA Botswana

CAF Central African Republic

CAN Canada

CHE Switzerland

CHL Chile

CHN China

CIV Ivory Coast

CMR Cameroon

COD Democratic Republic of the Congo

COG Republic of the Congo

COL Colombia

CRI Costa Rica

CUB Cuba

-99 Northern Cyprus

CYP Cyprus

CZE Czech Republic

DEU Germany

DJI Djibouti

DNK Denmark

DOM Dominican Republic

DZA Algeria

ECU Ecuador

EGY Egypt

ERI Eritrea

ESP Spain

EST Estonia

ETH Ethiopia

FIN Finland

FJI Fiji
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FLK Falkland Islands

FRA France

GAB Gabon

GBR United Kingdom

GEO Georgia

GHA Ghana

GIN Guinea

GMB Gambia

GNB Guinea Bissau

GNQ Equatorial Guinea

GRC Greece

GRL Greenland

GTM Guatemala

GUF French Guiana

GUY Guyana

HND Honduras

HRV Croatia

HTI Haiti

HUN Hungary

IDN Indonesia

IND India

IRL Ireland

IRN Iran

IRQ Iraq

ISL Iceland

ISR Israel

ITA Italy

JAM Jamaica

JOR Jordan

JPN Japan

KAZ Kazakhstan

KEN Kenya

KGZ Kyrgyzstan

KHM Cambodia

KOR South Korea
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XKX Kosovo

KWT Kuwait

LAO Laos

LBN Lebanon

LBR Liberia

LBY Libya

LKA Sri Lanka

LSO Lesotho

LTU Lithuania

LUX Luxembourg

LVA Latvia

MAR Morocco

MDA Moldova

MDG Madagascar

MEX Mexico

MKD Macedonia

MLI Mali

MMR Myanmar

MNE Montenegro

MNG Mongolia

MOZ Mozambique

MRT Mauritania

MWI Malawi

MYS Malaysia

NAM Namibia

NCL New Caledonia

NER Niger

NGA Nigeria

NIC Nicaragua

NLD Netherlands

NOR Norway

NPL Nepal

NZL New Zealand

OMN Oman

PAK Pakistan
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PAN Panama

PER Peru

PHL Philippines

PNG Papua New Guinea

POL Poland

PRI Puerto Rico

PRK North Korea

PRT Portugal

PRY Paraguay

QAT Qatar

ROU Romania

RUS Russia

RWA Rwanda

ESH Western Sahara

SAU Saudi Arabia

SDN Sudan

SSD South Sudan

SEN Senegal

SLB Solomon Islands

SLE Sierra Leone

SLV El Salvador

-99 Somaliland

SOM Somalia

SRB Republic of Serbia

SUR Suriname

SVK Slovakia

SVN Slovenia

SWE Sweden

SWZ Swaziland

SYR Syria

TCD Chad

TGO Togo

THA Thailand

TJK Tajikistan

TKM Turkmenistan
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TLS East Timor

TTO Trinidad and Tobago

TUN Tunisia

TUR Turkey

TWN Taiwan

TZA United Republic of Tanzania

UGA Uganda

UKR Ukraine

URY Uruguay

USA United States of America

UZB Uzbekistan

VEN Venezuela

VNM Vietnam

VUT Vanuatu

PSE West Bank

YEM Yemen

ZAF South Africa

ZMB Zambia

ZWE Zimbabwe
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State IDs
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id name

USA-AK Alaska

USA-AL Alabama

USA-AR Arkansas

USA-AZ Arizona

USA-CA California

USA-CO Colorado

USA-CT Connecticut

USA-DC District of Columbia

USA-DE Delaware

USA-FL Florida

USA-GA Georgia

USA-HI Hawaii

USA-IA Iowa

USA-ID Idaho

USA-IL Illinois

USA-IN Indiana

USA-KS Kansas

USA-KY Kentucky

USA-LA Louisiana

USA-MA Massachusetts

USA-MD Maryland

USA-ME Maine

USA-MI Michigan

USA-MN Minnesota

USA-MO Missouri

USA-MS Mississippi

USA-MT Montana

USA-NC North Carolina

USA-ND North Dakota

USA-NE Nebraska

USA-NH New Hampshire

USA-NJ New Jersey

USA-NM New Mexico

USA-NV Nevada

USA-NY New York

USA-OH Ohio

USA-OK Oklahoma

USA-OR Oregon

USA-PA Pennsylvania

USA-PR Puerto Rico

USA-RI Rhode Island

USA-SC South Carolina

USA-SD South Dakota

USA-TN Tennessee

USA-TX Texas

USA-UT Utah

USA-VA Virginia

54 Virginia

USA-VT Vermont

USA-WA Washington

USA-WI Wisconsin

USA-WV West Virginia

USA-WY Wyoming
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